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Abstract
This work explores attention models to weight the contri-
bution of local convolutional representations for the instance
search task. We present a retrieval framework based on bags
of local convolutional features (BLCF) that benefits from
saliency weighting to build an efficient image representa-
tion. The use of human visual attention models (saliency)
allows significant improvements in retrieval performance
without the need to conduct region analysis or spatial veri-
fication, and without requiring any feature fine tuning. We
investigate the impact of different saliency models, finding
that higher performance on saliency benchmarks does not
necessarily equate to improved performance when used in
instance search tasks. The proposed approach outperforms
the state-of-the-art on the challenging INSTRE benchmark
by a large margin, and provides similar performance on the
Oxford and Paris benchmarks compared to more complex
methods that use off-the-shelf representations.
1. Introduction
Content-based image retrieval has been mostly tackled
as the problem of instance-level image retrieval [28, 18, 15].
The notion of an “instance” specifically limits the search to
“one” instance of a semantic class (i.e to retrieve instances
of one specific object, person or location as in [2]). This
contrasts with less specific retrieval pipelines in which any
instance of any member of a class will satisfy the search.
Retrieval methods based on convolutional neural net-
works (CNN) have become increasingly popular in recent
years. Off-the-shelf CNN representations extracted from
convolution layers can be directly aggregated via spatial
max/sum-pooling generating a global image representation
that achieves a good precision and recall performance for
a reasonable footprint [43, 32]. Moreover, when suitable
training data is available, CNN models can be trained for
similarity learning to adapt the learned representations to the
end task of retrieval as well as to the target image domain
Figure 1. Top 5 retrieved images for a query in INSTRE dataset us-
ing different spatial weighting schemes with BLCF. Correct results
are highlighted in green, irrelevant images in red.
(e.g. landmarks as in [11, 30]). However, the fine-tuning
process involves the collection, annotation, and cleaning of
a suitable training dataset, which is not always feasible. Fur-
thermore, in generic instance search scenarios the target in-
stances are unknown, which potentially makes off-the-shelf
CNN representations more adequate for the task.
In this work we propose using state-of-the-art saliency
models to weight the contribution of local convolutional
features prior to aggregation. The notion of saliency in
recent CNN-based image retrieval works has referred to the
most active regions obtained from a specific filter within a
CNN such as in [6, 17], or to a 2D feature saliency map
derived from the convolutional layers [22, 19, 34]. In these
cases, salient regions are detected with the same CNN from
which image representations are extracted. On the other
hand, human-based saliency models, such as those derived
from the popular Itti and Koch model [14], have been applied
only in image retrieval pipelines based in local handcrafted
features [40]. To the best of our knowledge, it has not yet
been explored how the most recent CNN-based retrieval
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pipelines can benefit from modern saliency models, and how
different models affect the retrieval performance.
The contributions of this paper are the following:
• We propose a novel approach to instance search combin-
ing saliency weighting over off-the-shelf convolutional
features which are aggregated using a large vocabulary
with a bag of words model. The bags of local convo-
lutional features (BLCF) scheme has the advantage of
retaining the sparsity and scalability of the original bag
of words model while giving improved performance
across multiple benchmarks.
• We demonstrate that this weighting scheme gives out-
performs all other state of the art on the challenging
INSTRE benchmark, without requiring any feature fine
tuning. Furthermore, it also offers comparable or better
performance to more complicated encoding schemes
for off-the-shelf features on Oxford and Paris bench-
marks.
• We investigate the impact of the specific visual atten-
tion model used, and show that, perhaps surprisingly,
higher performance on saliency benchmarks does not
necessary equate to improved performance when used
in the instance search task.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents recent CNN-based retrieval methods, Sec-
tion 3 describes the proposed retrieval pipeline, Section 4
introduces the different saliency models evaluated, and fi-
nally, Section 5 presents the datasets and retrieval results
obtained.
2. Related Work
Several works have investigated the usage of convolu-
tional layers for retrieval. Early approaches focused on the
usage of fully connected layers as global image representa-
tion [3], that when combined with spatial search and data
augmentation strategies [31] achieved a significant boost
in performance in several retrieval benchmarks. This im-
provement came at the cost of significantly increasing the
memory and computational requirements, meaning that the
the system was not scalable to larger more realistic scenarios.
A second generation of works explored the convolutional
layers to derive image representations for retrieval. In these
approaches, the activations of the different neuron arrays
across all feature maps in a convolutional layer are treated
as local features. Babenko [43] have shown that a simple
spatial sum pooling on the convolutional layer outperformed
fully connected layers using pre-trained CNN models for
retrieval for a reasonable footprint of 512D. Furthermore, the
power of this representation could be enhanced by applying
a simple Gaussian center prior scheme to spatially weight the
contribution of the activations on a convolutional layer prior
to aggregation. Following a similar line, Kalantidis [19]
proposed a cross dimensional weighting scheme (CroW)
that consisted of the channel sparsity of a convolutional
layer and a spatial weighting based in the L2-norm of the
local convolutional features. The spatial weighting scheme
directly depended on the image content, which was shown
to be a more effective approach than the fixed center prior
approach.
A different line are the works performing region analysis
using convolutional features. Tolias et al. [37] proposed
the popular regional of maximum activation (R-MAC). This
is an aggregation method for convolutional features that,
given a convolutional layer, generates a set of regional vec-
tors by performing spatial max-pooling within a particular
region. The regions are individually post-processed (by L2-
normalization, followed by a PCA whitening, and a second
L2-normalization), and aggregated via sum pooling into a
single compact representation. One of the main limitations
of the approach is using a fixed grid of locations. Several
works has been proposed to overcome the R-MAC limita-
tions. Jimenez et al. [17] explored the Class Activation
Maps (CAMs) to improve over the fix region strategy of
R-MAC. CAMs generates a set of spatial maps highlighting
the contribution of the areas within an image that are most
relevant to classify an image as a particular class. In their
approach, each of the maps is used to weight the convolu-
tional features and generate a set class vectors, which are
post-processed and aggregated as the region vectors in R-
MAC. Similarly, Cao et al. [6] proposed a method to derive
a set of base regions directly from the convolutional layer,
followed with a query adaptive re-ranking strategy. Lanskar
and Kannala [22] used a saliency measure directly derived
from the convolutional features to weight the contribution of
the regions of R-MAC prior to aggregation. Their proposed
saliency measure consists in sum aggregating the feature
maps over the channel dimension. Similarly, the very recent
work of Simeoni et al [34] propose using a saliency mea-
sure also derived from a convolutional layer that consists in
a weighted sum across channels where weights represent the
channel sparsity. They propose a method to detect a set of
rectangular regions directly from the feature saliency map,
improving over the uniform sampling of R-MAC.
The current state-of-the-art retrieval approaches [11, 30]
use models fine-tuned with a ranking loss. In particular,
Gordo et al. [11] improves over the original R-MAC encod-
ing by learning a region proposal network [33] for the task of
landmark retrieval. Region proposal and feature learning are
optimized end-to-end achieving excellent performance in the
popular Paris, Oxford, and Holidays datasets. This approach,
however, requires the construction of a suitable training
dataset, which is usually domain specific, time consuming
to construct and it is unclear how those models generalize in
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Figure 2. Spatial weighting schemes used in the literature on three
INSTRE images. R-MAC visualizes the window location strategy
used in [37], Gaussian center prior is used in [43], saliency measure
derived from the local convolutional features used in [19, 22, 34]
(we visualize the L2-norm of each local feature), and human-based
saliency prediction used in this work from SalGAN model [26].
more generic scenarios such as the INSTRE dataset.
Intuitively, one can see that pooling descriptors from
different regions and then subsequently pooling all of the
resulting together is similar to applying a weighting scheme
to the original convolutional features since region descriptors
and globally pooled descriptors are built from the same set
of local features. Figure 2 visualizes the region sampling
of the original R-MAC [37] as a spatial weighting strategy
(without considering the region post-processing). The ap-
proach provides more emphasis to the center located CNN
features. In contrast to the approaches in the literature, we
propose a simple yet effective CNN-based pipeline that does
not require any region analysis. We demonstrate the gener-
alization of our approach across different retrieval domains,
resulting in a scalable retrieval system that does not require
any additional feature finetuning.
3. Bags of Local Convolutional Features
Our pipeline extends the work proposed in [24], that
consists of using the traditional bag of visual words encoding
on local pre-trained convolutional features. The bags of
local convolutional features (BLCF) has the advantage of
generating high-dimensional and sparse representations. The
high-dimensionality makes the aggregated local information
more likely to be linearly separable, while relatively few
non-zero elements means that they are efficient in terms of
storage and computation, as shown in Table 1.
The volume of activations from a convolutional layer X
in RM×N×D, is re-interpreted as a set of M ×N local de-
scriptors of D dimensions. A visual vocabulary is learned
using k-means on the local CNN features. With this pro-
cedure each image is represented with an assignment map,
which consists of a compact representation of a 2D array of
size H ×W relating each pixel of the original image with
Table 1. Average number of visual words per image in 25k BoW
representation on different benchmarks. We also report the query
time (seconds).
INSTRE Oxford Paris
words/image 289 174 163
query/time 0.019 0.002 0.003
its visual work with precision of (W/N , H/M ); being W
and H the the with and height of the original images. This
is represented in the first stream of Figure 3, which involves
the semantic representation of the image.
One of the main advantages of this representation is to
preserve the spatial layout of the image, so it is possible to
apply a spatial weighting scheme prior to constructing the
final BoW representation. In particular, a saliency weighting
scheme α(i, j) with resolution W ×H is down-sampled to
match the spatial resolution of the assignment maps M ×N ,
and normalized to have values between 0 and 1, illustrated in
the second stream in Figure 3. Then, the final representation
consists in an histogram fBOW = (h1, ...hK), where each
component is the sum of the spatial weight wik assigned to
a particular visual word k, hk =
∑N
i=1 wik. The final vector
is L2-normalized and cosine similarity is used to rank the
images.
We use descriptors from conv5 1 from a pre-trained
VGG16 [35] without fully connected layers. The VGG16 net-
work was chosen following Jimenez et al. [17], where it was
found that the features from this network outperform those
from ResNet50 using the CAM approach. We confirmed this
result in our own experiments, finding a similar result for
BCLF encoding when using the local search scheme: there
was a consistent reduction (> 10 points) in mAP when com-
pared with VGG16 regardless of the weighting scheme used.
Images are resized to have its maximum size of 340 pixels
(1/3 of the original resolution) before performing mean sub-
traction prior to being forwarded through the network. This
resolution is also used to extract the different saliency maps.
Local features are post-processed with L2-normalization,
Figure 3. The Bag of Local Convolutional Framework (BLCF)
pipeline with saliency weighting.
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followed by a PCA whitening (512D), and L2-normalized
again prior to being clustered. Clustering is performed using
approximate k-means with k = 25, 000 words. The visual
vocabulary and PCA models are fit on the target dataset. The
obtained saliency maps are down-sampled by computing the
maximum across 16× 16 non-overlapped blocks.
For the query images, we interpolate the volume of ac-
tivations to (2H, 2W ), as this interpolation of the feature
maps has been shown to improve performance [24]. How-
ever, we only apply this strategy to the query images, and
not to the entire dataset, so as not to increase dataset memory
consumption. The bounding box of the queries is mapped to
the assignment maps, and only the information relevant to
the instance is used to create fBOW. This procedure is similar
to the one used in [30], where a bounding box is mapped
to the convolutional feature maps instead of cropping the
original image, which was shown to provide better results.
4. Saliency models
One of the main features of the human vision system
is its capacity to actively focus on the most salient regions
and movements. Visual attention models detect regions that
stand out from their surroundings, producing saliency maps
that highlight the most prominent regions within an image.
Saliency has been shown beneficial in content-based image
retrieval when using traditional the Bag of Words model and
SIFT features [40]. Some works have investigated the usage
of saliency as a mechanism to reduce the number of local
features and reduce the computational complexity of SIFT-
based BoW frameworks [1, 23, 25]. Other works, rather
than completely discard the background information, have
used saliency to weight the contribution of the foreground
and the background simultaneously [9, 41]. However, the
usage of saliency models in the task of image retrieval has
thus far been restricted to handcrafted CBIR features and
handcrafted saliency models [14].
With the emergence of challenges such as the MIT
saliency benchmark [5] and the Large-Scale Scene Under-
standing Challenge [47] (LSUN), and the appearance of
large-scale public annotated datasets such as iSUN [42],
SALICON [16], MIT300 [5], or CAT2000 [4], data-driven
approaches based on CNN models trained end-to-end have
become dominant, generating more accurate models each
year [21, 16, 20, 26, 27]. Having access to large datasets has
not only allowed the development of deep learning based
saliency models, but has also enabled a better comparison of
the performance between models.
Our goals are to first evaluate whether saliency is useful in
a CNN-based retrieval system, and second, to examine how
the performance of different saliency models on saliency
benchmarks relates to performance of instance search. To
this end, we select two handcrafted models and four deep
learning based models. The handcrafted models selected
are the classic approach proposed by Itti and Koch [14],
and the Boolean Map based saliency (BMS) [46], which
represents the best performing non-deep learning algorithm
on the MIT300 benchmark. The four deep learning based
models differ in CNN architecture, the loss functions used
in training, and the training strategy [27, 26, 8], providing a
reasonable cross section of the current state-of-the-art. Ta-
ble 2 summarizes the saliency prediction performance of the
selected models, where we report the the AUC-Judd value
(which is variant of the Area Under the Curve), the Pearson’s
linear correlation coefficient (CC), the Normalized Scanpath
Saliency (NSS), and the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL)
to evaluate how accurate the saliency prediction is when
comparing with the eye-tracking ground truth in the MIT300
benchmark.
The Itti-Koch model [38] model is inspired by how the
primary visual cortex processes visual information. It explic-
itly models local variations on three early visual features to
generate the final saliency maps. A salient region represents
a region presenting a clear contrast with its surroundings
in terms of color, intensity, and/or orientation. The pro-
posed algorithm analyzes the image at eight different scales
and computes center surround difference between fine and
coarse levels. Three “conspicuity” maps, one for each vi-
sual feature, are obtained by normalizing and performing
across-scale addition. The final saliency map is generated
by a linear combination of the three normalized conspicuity
maps. The final step of the model includes a winner-take-all
(WTA) network that simulates a scan path over the image
in order of decreasing saliency of attended locations. We
use the MATLAB implementation from Walther and Koch1,
which extends the work of Itti-Koch [14] to generate saliency
regions with the extent of the objects contained in the image.
Boolean Map based Saliency [46] generates a set of
Boolean maps by randomly thresholding the different color
channels of an image. Then, an attention map for each
Boolean map is computed by assigning 1 to the union of
surrounded regions, and 0 to the rest of the map. The at-
1http://www.saliencytoolbox.net/
Table 2. Performance of CNN saliency models on the MIT300
saliency benchmark [5].
Saliency model
AUC
Judd CC NSS KL
Human 0.92 1.00 3.29 0.00
SAM-ResNet [8] 0.87 0.78 2.34 1.27
SAM-VGG [8] 0.87 0.77 2.30 1.13
SalGAN [26] 0.86 0.73 2.04 1.07
SalNet [27] 0.83 0.58 1.51 0.81
BMS [46] 0.83 0.55 1.41 0.81
IttiKoch [38] 0.60 0.14 0.43 2.30
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Figure 4. Three sample query images from Oxford (top row), Paris (middle row), and INSTRE (bottom row) with their associated spatial
weighting schemes: From left to right weighting schemes based on Gaussian center prior, L2-norm of convolutional features, IttiKoch
model, BMS, SalNet, SalGAN, SAM-VGG, and SAM-ResNet.
tention maps are normalized (with a dilatation operation
and a L2-normalization) and linearly combined into a full-
resolution mean attention map. A Gaussian blur is applied
on the obtained map generating the final saliency prediction.
Despite its simplicity, this method achieves the best perfor-
mance among other hand-crafted approaches in the saliency
MIT300 benchmark.
Deep Salnet [27] is a end-to-end deep learning model
trained to predict human eye fixations. It uses a fully con-
volutional network consisting of ten layers: one input layer,
eight convolution layers, and one deconvolution layer [45].
The ReLU is used as an activation function and pooling
layers follow the first two convolutional layers, effectively
reducing the width and height of the feature maps in the in-
termediate layers by a factor of four. The final deconvolution
generates the final prediction, up-sampling the resolution to
the original input size. A transfer learning strategy is applied
on this network by re-using and adapting the weights from
the first three convolutional layers from a pre-trained VGG
architecture [35]. This acts as a regularizer and improves the
final network result. The loss function used during training
is the mean squared error computed pixel-wise between the
saliency prediction and the ground truth map.
The SalGAN [26] model introduces the use of adversar-
ial training [10] for the task of visual saliency prediction.
The model is the generator module in the adversarial setup.
It follows the VGG-16 [35] architecture without the fully
connected layers, and it is initially trained using binary cross
entropy loss to predict eye fixations, similarly to [27]. The
decoder architecture is structured in the same way as the
encoder, but in reverse order and with pooling layers re-
placed by upsampling layers. The weights of the decoder are
randomly initialized. The final loss used for the adversarial
training is a combination of the a content loss (binary-cross
entropy of predicted saliency maps and the saliency ground
truth) and an adversarial loss quantifying the error of the
discriminator.
The Saliency Attentive Model [8] is a CNN model
whose distinctive feature is to include an attentive mech-
anism based on Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) to it-
eratively refine predicted saliency maps. The authors also
explicitly model the tendency of looking towards the cen-
ter of images [36] by including a set of trainable Gaussian
priors on their model. The base CNN model uses dilated
convolutions [44] to better preserve the spatial information
across layers, and its weights are initialized on ImageNet.
Parameters of the attention mechanism and center-priors are
fit for saliency prediction using a loss function that consists
of a combination of three popular salience estimation mea-
surements (NSS, CC, and KL). Two models are proposed,
one based on a VGG16-like architecture [35] (SAM-VGG),
and a second based on ResNet-50 [12] (SAM-ResNet).
Figure 5 shows the different spatial weights evaluated in
this work. Additionally, we evaluate a fixed spatial weight-
ing approach (Gaussian center-prior [43]) and a weighting
scheme derived from the activations of the convolutional
layer (by measuring the L2-norm of each local CNN repre-
sentation similar to [19]).
5. Experiments
We experiment with three different datasets: the chal-
lenging INSTRE dataset for object retrieval [39], and two
well-known landmark-related benchmarks, the Oxford [28]
and Paris [29] datasets. The former dataset was specifically
designed to evaluate instance retrieval approaches. It con-
sists in 23,070 manually annotated images, including 200
different instances from diverse domains, including logos,
3D objects, buildings, and sculptures. Performance is eval-
uated using mean average precision (mAP) following the
same standard protocols as in Oxford and Paris benchmarks,
and evaluating mAP over 1,200 images as described in [13].
5.1. Weighting schemes
In this section we evaluate different spatial weighting
schemes with the BLCF framework. We find that saliency
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Figure 5. Effect on performance for five examples from the INSTRE dataset after applying saliency weighting (SalGAN). The first column
depicts the query with its associated average precision (AP). On the left, AP when performing unweighted BLCF, and on the right when
performing saliency weighted BLCF. Retrieved images are ranked in decreasing order of ranking difference between unweighted BLCF and
saliency weighted BLCF. For each image, precision at the position where each image is retrieved is reported for unweighted BLCF (left) and
saliency weighted BLCF (right).
weighting schemes (BMS, SalNet, and SalGAN) improve
retrieval performance across the evaluated datasets with re-
spect to the unweighted assignment maps. Figure 5 shows
some of the cases where saliency (SalGAN model) is most
beneficial, allowing the efficient localisation of the target
instances in most of the cases, despite of the high variability
of the backgrounds and relative positions within the images
in the INSTRE dataset.
Table 3 contains the performance of different weight-
ing schemes on the BLCF approach. The simple Gaussian
Table 3. Performance (mAP) of different spatial weighting schemes
using the BLCF approach.
Weighting INSTRE Oxford Paris
None 0.636 0.722 0.798
Gaussian 0.656 0.728 0.809
L2-norm 0.674 0.740 0.817
Itti-Koch [14] 0.633 0.693 0.785
BMS [46] 0.688 0.729 0.806
SalNet [27] 0.688 0.746 0.814
SalGAN [26] 0.698 0.746 0.812
SAM-VGG [8] 0.688 0.686 0.785
SAM-ResNet [8] 0.688 0.673 0.780
weighting achieves a boost in performance with respect to the
baseline, which indicates a natural tendency of the instances
to appear in the center of the images in all the datasets. The
saliency measure derived from the convolutional features
(L2-norm weighting) allows to roughly localize the most
relevant parts of the image, which represents a boost in per-
formance with respect the Gaussian center prior weighting.
However, the L2 weighting appears in general to be much
more noisy than the human attention-based saliency models,
as depicted in Figure 2 and Figure 5, which leads to lower
mAP when compared with the BMS, SalNet, and SalGAN
models.
Saliency models achieve the best performing results in the
INSTRE dataset, with the exception of the Itti-Koch model,
which decreases performance with respect the baseline in
all datasets. This result is consistent with the quality of
the saliency prediction achieved in the MIT300 benchmark,
where it is rated in the second lowest rank of the evaluated
models 2. The more accurate saliency models (BMS, SalNet,
SalGAN, SAM-VGG, and SAM-ResNet), however, achieve
almost equivalent performance on the INSTRE dataset. The
relatively small size of the instances within this dataset and
the high variance in their relative position within the images
2http://saliency.mit.edu/results_mit300.html
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Figure 6. Sample of saliency predictions for three examples of
Notre Dame cathedral in the Paris dataset. Average precision (AP)
for this query is 0.868, which is improved by BMS and SalNet
models (achieving 0.880 and 0.874 AP respectively). More accurate
saliency models decrease performance with respect the baseline,
achieving an AP of 0.862 in the case of SalGAN, 0.857 SAM-VGG,
0.856 SAM-ResNet and 0.853 Itti-Koch models.
makes saliency a very efficient spatial weighting strategy
for instance search, with no substantial difference between
saliency models.
This contrasts with results for the Oxford and Paris
datasets, where a coarser saliency prediction (i.e the one pro-
vided by the SalNet model) achieves better results than the
one obtained with the more accurate models of SAM-VGG
and SAM-ResNet. Figure 6 illustrates this effect on three
different instances of the Notre Dame cathedral from the
Paris dataset. The most accurate saliency models (i.e. SAM-
VGG and SAM-ResNet) detect saliency regions “within” the
building, instead of detecting the full building as relevant.
Also, SAM-VGG, SAM-ResNet, and SalGAN appear to be
more sensitive to detecting people, omitting any other salient
region of the image and thus decreasing the overall retrieval
performance.
5.2. Aggregation methods
We also tested saliency weighting in combination with
classic sum pooling over the spatial dimension to compare
with the BCLF weighting. Here we report the best perform-
ing saliency models (SalNet and SalGAN) compared with
a no weighting baseline using the VGG-16 network pool5
layer at full image resolution. Although combining sum
pooling with saliency weighting did give a performance im-
provement on the INSTRE dataset (mAP 0.527 for SalGAN
vs 0.405 for no pooling), saliency weighting combined with
BLCF gives substantially better mAP (see Table 4). Further-
more, sum pooling with saliency weighting gave little or no
improvement on the Oxford and Paris datasets (mAP Ox-
ford: 0.681 for SalNet vs 0.686 for no weighting, and Paris:
0.766 for SalNet vs 0.765 for no weighting). This result is
perhaps unsurprising. Weighting the feature assignments
prior to pooling in the BCLF framework can be interpreted
as a simple importance weighting on each discrete feature.
Table 4. Performance (mAP) of different spatial weighting schemes
using the sum pooling aggregation on (SUM) and the BLCF ap-
proach.
Method Instre Oxford Paris
Weighting SUM BLCF SUM BLCF SUM BLCF
None 0.405 0.636 0.686 0.722 0.765 0.798
SalNet 0.519 0.688 0.681 0.746 0.766 0.814
SalGAN 0.527 0.698 0.612 0.746 0.749 0.812
However, the interpretation for sum pooling is less clear,
since the feature vectors at each spatial location usually have
multiple activations of varying magnitude, and weighting
alters the potentially semantically meaningful magnitudes
of the activations. The BCLF-saliency approach also has
the advantage of having two to three times fewer non-zero
elements in the representation, giving substantially improved
query times.
5.3. Comparison with the state-of-the-art
Our approach compares favorably with other methods
exploiting pre-trained convolutional features, as shown in
Table 5. In particular, we achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mance using pre-trained features in Oxford and INSTRE
datasets, when combining BLCF with saliency prediction
from SalGAN. CAMs [17], and R-MAC [37] slightly outper-
form our approach in the Paris dataset, where they achieve
0.855, and 0.835 mAP respectively, whereas our method
achieves 0.812 mAP. It is worth noting, however, that our
system is much less complex (we do not perform region
analysis), and more scalable, since the sparse representation
only needs a maximum of 336 non-zero elements out of the
25K dimensions.
Fine-tuned CNN models [30, 11] significantly outper-
form our approach in Oxford and Paris. However, saliency
weighted BLCF achieves state-of-the art performance in the
INSTRE dataset with 0.698 mAP, outperforming the fined-
tuned models. This is probably a consequence of restricting
the training domain to landmarks images in [30, 11], since
R-MAC with pre-trained features [37] (0.523 mAP) already
achieves a higher performance in INSTRE than the fine-
tuned R-MAC [11] (0.477 mAP). This provides evidence
that similarity learning is a strategy to greatly improve per-
formance on CNN representations where the target instance
domain is restricted. In more generic scenarios, such as the
INSTRE dataset, pre-trained ImageNet models achieve more
general image representations.
One common technique to improve retrieval results is the
average query expansion (AQE) [7]. Given a list of retrieved
images, a new query is generated by sum aggregating the
image representations of the top N images for a particular
query. We select the top 10 images, and L2-normalization
on the new query representation. Table 6 With this sim-
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Table 5. Performance comparison with the state-of-the-art.
Method Off-the-shelf dim INSTRE Oxford Paris
CroW [19] yes 512 0.416 0.698 0.797
CAM [17]* yes 512 0.325 0.736 0.855
R-MAC [37] yes 512 0.523 0.691 0.835
R-MAC [30]† No 512 0.477 0.777 0.841
R-MAC-ResNet [11]† No 2048 0.626 0.839 0.938
(our) BLCF yes 336 0.636 0.722 0.798
(our) BLCF-Gaussian yes 336 0.656 0.728 0.809
(our) BLCF-SalGAN yes 336 0.698 0.746 0.812
Results marked with (*) are provided by the authors. Those marked with (†) are reported in
Iscen et al. [13]. Otherwise they are based on our own implementation.
Table 6. Performance comparison with the state-of-the-art with
average query expansion.
Method Off-the-shelf dim INSTRE Oxford Paris
CroW [19] yes 512 0.613 0.741 0.855
CAM [17]* yes 512 0.760 0.873
R-MAC [37] yes 512 0.706 0.770 0.884
R-MAC [30]† No 512 0.573 0.854 0.884
R-MAC-ResNet [11]† No 2048 0.705 0.896 0.953
(ours) BLCF yes 336 0.679 0.751 0.788
(ours) BLCF-Gaussian yes 336 0.731 0.778 0.838
(ours) BLCF-SalGAN yes 336 0.757 0.778 0.830
Results marked with (*) are provided by the original publications. Those marked with (†) are
reported in Iscen et al. [13]. Otherwise they are based on our own implementation.
ple post processing we substantially improve the results in
the INSTRE dataset (mAP increased from 0.698 to 0.757),
achieving the best performance in comparison with other
methods using the same post-processing strategy.
6. Conclusions and future work
We have proposed a generic method for instance search
that relies on BoW encoding of local convolutional features
and attention models. We have demonstrated that saliency
models are useful for the instance search task using a recently
proposed CNN-based retrieval framework. Results indicate
that different state-of-the-art saliency prediction models are
equally beneficial for this task in the challenging INSTRE
dataset. In landmark related datasets such as Oxford an
Paris, however, a coarse saliency is more beneficial than
highly accurate saliency models such as SAM-VGG or SAM-
ResNet.
Better query expansion strategies can be applied to fur-
ther improve results, such as the diffusion strategy proposed
in [13], where global diffusion using 2, 048 dimensional de-
scriptors from fine tuned R-MAC [11] achieves 0.805 mAP
in INSTRE, and a regional diffusion 0.896 mAP. This strat-
egy can be also applied to the proposed saliency weighted
BLCF representation, potentially increasing retrieval perfor-
mance of the proposed saliency weighted BLCF representa-
tions.
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